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Baseball Magazine
Etc
Recounts the adventures of a thirteen-year-old boy growing up in
Baltimore.

Pat Summerall's Sports in America
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Baseball and the American Dream
Collier's
Looking for a nice notebook? This is a great journal or notebook to
write down your thoughts, to be creative with poems or just do
write down ideas. Perfect for school, job and freetime. Grab one of
these unique notebooks for yourself or as a special gift for
Christmas or birthday for family and friend who love art presents.
Also have a look on our other 6"x9" paperback notebooks with 120
pages, available in lined, checkered, blank, dotted or as a calendar.

Current Biography Yearbook
The Woman Who Ran Away is a mystery of sorts. Jack Waldek, the
protagonist, is a senior tax manager with an obscure public
accounting firm in New Jersey. He meets Fran Zetzmann when she
occupies the next seat to him on an O’Hare to LaGuardia flight.
Fran presumably holds a regional sales management position with
an advertising representative firm and impresses Jack as an
independent traveling lady. They develop a relationship which
blooms into a comfortable weekend lover arrangement at Jack’s
country place in a Pocono Mountains gated community called
Knight Estates. Fran is a runner. She runs every weekend morning a
distance of 1.8 miles regardless of weather. She leaves one Saturday
morning shortly after seven in the morning and does not return, Jack
sets out to look for Fran, locates the rental car in the parking lot
next to the running trail and her purse is in the back seat. There is
no sign of Fran. A search of her purse produces an odd looking cell
phone and a wallet without credit cards. He reports her absence the
next day to the Knight Estates Public Safety Department and
continues to search for Fran. Jack finds that the address on her
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business card is nothing more than a New York City mail drop, and
that Fran’s company ceased to exist three years before. He
continues to probe and suddenly becomes aware that Fran is not the
first person to disappear from Knight Estates. Jack then learns that
the woman he had known as Fran was an operative of a Middle East
industrial intelligence firm called SHALIMAR. It appears that the
woman called Fran was assigned to cultivate Jack to learn about his
principal client, Gianni Companies. Jack Waldek, the charming tax
manager, finds himself enmeshed in a web of threats, violence,
imposters. loutish public safety officers, a corporate control fight,
and professional assassins. Everything is linked to Fran, the woman
who ran away. Dwight Foster’s previous books include the
Shattered Covenants series, (Present & Past Imperfect, The Road to
McKenzie Barber, The Consultant, The Chairman, The Partner, The
House of Harwell, and Twilight & Endgame) and NEW YORK
FOLKS. His writings have a strong business flavor nurtured during
his lengthy executive search consulting career in addition to his
current role as Chairman of Foster Partners Asia, a human capital
consulting firm serving clients in China, Malaysia, and Viet Nam.

Publications: Report on the causes of crime
Ladies with Options
Uses interviews with players, managers, and coaches for the
Yankees and their rivals to tell the history of the team and describe
its most memorable games and players

Sam Discovers Soccer
Details the career of Joe DiMaggio, the Yankee Clipper, covering
the remarkable baseball superstar's thirteen years as a player when
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he led the Yankees to nine World Series championships

It's Time to Give a Play
Women at Play
JCDA
A minor league baseball stadium gets sent to 34 A.D. after a home
run ball hits a time hole. While the rest of the stadium is focused on
returning to their own century, there's time to teach Barabbas the
basics of the game. Through baseball, Barabbas tries to regain the
reputation which led to the crucifixion decision so unpopular in
hindsight.

Life Without Father
A broken arm means that Sam can't play baseball for the summer,
but it doesn't mean that he can't play soccer.

New Perspectives Intermediate English I
Intensive English for Communication
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of
America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news,
nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.

I'd Rather Be a Yankee
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A collection of essays about baseball and other sports includes
reflections on sports legends Ted Williams and Joe Dimaggio, along
with thoughts on such topics as soccer riots, celebrities gone bad,
and obscenely high salaries

The New York Times Biographical Service
L.A. Unified is the fictional diary of a first-year English teacher at
Pico-Union High School, one of Americas worst performing
schools in one of Los Angeless most dangerous neighborhoods,
Pico-Union. The students are apathetic, hostile and lazy; the
teachers are burned out and cynical; the administrators are biding
time until their next promotion, and the schools graduation rate and
Academic Performance Index are abysmal. To complicate matters,
the area is also the birthplace and current home to the two largest
transnational gangs in the world, 18th Street and La Mara
Salvatrucha (MS 13) as well as Rockwood Street 13. While all three
gangs are well represented at Pico-Union High School, they are far
from alone. Weapons, drugs, failing grades, brawls, and graffiti are
the norm; homework, reading, and safety are fantasy. Enter David
OBrien, a recent college grad who intends to overcome a multitude
of obstacles and change the schools failing ways. L.A. Unified is his
story, partly inspirational, partly tragic, and completely real. This is
Up the Down Staircase in modern times. Welcome to Pico-Union
High School: Survival precedes learning.

Baseball Players and Their Times
Stopping Hyperactivity
Reports
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Profiles twenty-one ordinary baseball players during the period
between the two world wars

Not All Girls Have Million Dollar Smiles
The first classroom reader devoted exclusively to nineteeth-century
Mexican history, this volume brings together twenty-six essays and
primary documents treating Mexico's Age of Caudillos. The
readings—many by Mexican politicians, historians, and
commentators and available here in English for the first time—are
organized into four groups representing major eras in the early
national development of Mexico: Independence, the age of Santa
Anna, La Reforma and the French Intervention, and the Porfiriato.
The selections range from autobiography to political and economic
history, from the history of ideas to philosophy and social history.
The interpretive essays represent both traditional and revisionist
views, while the primary materials comprise both political
documents and contemporary personal accounts.

L.A. Unified
Traces the history of baseball, discusses its connections with the
development of the U.S., and looks at important and colorful
personalities in the game

Kansas Teacher and Western School Journal
America Reads
Too Many Time Machines
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The radio broadcaster presents some of his most significant
conversations with top sports figures

Boys' Life
Sports Quotations
Ella J. Baker and the Black Radical Tradition
The Woman Who Ran Away
An intimate and candid portrait of the great comedian by the man
who know him best. This book abounds with vignettes of the
celebrities drawn into the Marx orbit with close-ups of Groucho's
famous siblings and of his three wives.

Baseball and Lesser Sports
Thanks to the efforts of eighteen-year-old Skye, the diverse
members of the Mostly Methodist Club develop an interest in
investments, as their hopes for a comfortable nest egg take off when
their investment in a company called Microsoft suddenly strikes it
rich.

Publications, No. 1-14: Report on the causes of crime
Presents one hundred short essays on the game's past, focusing on
player and team accomplishments
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Another Chance
Twenty-six easy-to-produce plays dramatize historical events,
community living, and the observance of some holidays. Grades 1-5
and adults.

Publications
Sports figures have famously always said what's on their mind--and
what comes out of their mouths is often humorous, poignant, brutal,
eloquent, pithy or tragic--or sometimes all of those rolled into one
unforgettable quote. This is a completely revised, updated and
enlarged collection of 2,801 sports quotations, the first edition of
which was hailed by Choice magazine as excellentclearly superior
to [the competition]. The quotes are divided into 27 major
categories (from Auto Racing to Yachting), and within each
category the quotes are arranged alphabetically (allowing quicker
access for those who know how one starts). All of the quotes are
thoroughly indexed by speaker and by subject and key words.

I'd Rather Be Playing Baseball
A comprehensive history of women in baseball chronicles the role
of women in the sport from the game's inception in 1869 to the
present. By the author of She's on First. Original. 12,500 first
printing.

Joe DiMaggio, an Informal Biography
Roger uses his time machine to visit Babe Ruth and learn some of
the secrets of The Babe's success, enabling Roger's team to win the
championship.
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Sour Lemon Strikes out
A compilation of current biographical information of general
interest.

Baseball Tidbits
John Studebaker, an American Dream
Son of Groucho
Discusses what hyperactivity is, why it can occur, how it effects
children and adults, and ways to work around the problem, and
presents a six-month exercise program designed to diminish and
eliminate the behavior

Mexico, from Independence to Revolution, 1810-1910
Two best friends. One impossible choice. Lillie Mae Liles thinks
middle school will be a breeze, until movie star look-alike, Casey
Culver, moves to Triple Gap and steals Lillie’s best friend. Even
Lillie’s brother has a crush on Casey bigger than the Mississippi
River. Disgusted with all the attention Casey receives, Lillie teams
up with the school bully to make Casey’s life miserable. But when
Casey agrees to play baseball on the farm, Lillie discovers she and
Casey have a lot in common, and Lillie finds herself with two best
friends. When Casey reveals a shocking secret, Lillie goes to the
bully to stop the plot against Casey, but it’s too late. As hateful
rumors spread, Lillie faces an impossible choice. Telling the truth
may cost her two best friends, but staying silent could have far
deadlier consequences. From the award-winning author of Sour
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Lemon and Sweet Tea comes an unforgettable story of bullying,
friendship, and taking responsibility.
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